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ABSTRACT
The media industry has experienced dramatic growth in OTT services and transformation of the direct-toconsumer business with a backdrop of massive innovation in cloud infrastructure, decentralized blockchain
ledgers, and machine learning. Yet in spite of this renaissance, the industry is still largely reliant on an ad hoc
supply chain and contracting, disparate storage, and a legacy distribution architecture. In this talk we will identify
the key technical challenges, introduce the capabilities of the new technologies, and show new approaches that
harness distributed ledgers, a scalable storage solution governed by the ledger, and machine learning techniques
to drive significant reduction in media distribution costs and high quality distribution. In the process we will cover
the foundational concepts of blockchain technology: decentralized trust, zero knowledge proofs, and smart
contracts, and advanced supervised learning techniques applied to optimize client request routing. We will show a
few common workflows reinvented in this new decentralized platform and quantitative results for distribution
quality.
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